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ontemporary observers of
world affairs customarily
cite interdependence and
“globalization” as hallmarks of international security as it approaches
the next millennium. The beleaguered nation-state is far from obsolete, however, as activities within
this tenacious old institution will
continue to have a profound bearing on the evolution of global norms,
including those relating to nonproliferation and disarmament.
In rare circumstances, even the efforts of specific individuals can
strengthen global norms by bolstering a country’s efforts on behalf of
such norms. The efforts of former
Senator John Glenn (D-OH) on behalf of nuclear nonproliferation offer a case in point. From his election

to the Senate shortly after India’s
first nuclear test in 1974, through the
year of what one hopes will be
India’s last nuclear test, Senator
Glenn was the leading advocate in
the Congress for strong US nonproliferation policies. He was the author of America’s three most
important nonproliferation laws—
the Glenn/Symington Amendments
to the Foreign Assistance Act in
1977, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Act in 1978 (NNPA), and the
Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Act
in 1994 (NPPA). These three laws
provide the overarching framework
within which much of US nonproliferation policy is implemented today.
The last law merits particular attention for several reasons. First, be-
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ing newer, it has not yet been described or analyzed in any detail in
existing publications. Second, it has
nevertheless been subject to attack
by critics who charge, among other
things, that it “failed” to prevent the
recent nuclear detonations in South
Asia. Third, it has become the focal
point of a strident political campaign
against sanctions in general, particularly against “unilateral economic
sanctions.” Fourth, it deserves closer
attention because of the sheer scope
of the legislation—it amended numerous laws and gave these laws at
long last a cohesive, integrated focus. Fifth, it offers insights into the
broader process whereby global
norms become internalized in domestic legislation. And finally, it
was the capstone of Senator Glenn’s
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legislative record in the field of nonproliferation and deserves to be understood both in terms of its
substance and the process that produced it.
This article provides a legislative
history of the NPPA, based in part
on the author’s firsthand experiences. This history pays special attention to explaining the reasoning
behind the sanctions provisions of
this legislation and demonstrating
the strong bipartisan support for
these provisions. The article then
critiques two of the major objections
to sanctions: that they do not work
and are too inflexible. Finally, the
article reviews recent developments
in US policy and proposes an alternative way to move forward that recognizes the valuable contribution
sanctions can make to strengthening
nonproliferation norms.
OVERVIEW OF THE NPPA
The NPPA’s significance largely
derives from the breadth of its substantive provisions. The law both
strengthened America’s commitment to the goal of nonproliferation
and sharpened (and expanded) the
tools available to the president to
pursue that goal, as illustrated in the
following highlights.
• The law increased US penalties
for the detonation of nuclear explosive devices by non-nuclear
weapon states and structured the
initial US response to the May
1998 nuclear tests in India and
Pakistan.1
• It extended US statutory sanctions against the proliferation of
nuclear explosive devices to apply to transfers of components
and design information for such
devices.2
• It required the president to for-
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bid US government purchases
from persons or entities that
knowingly contribute to nuclear
weapons proliferation, including
via the acquisition of unsafeguarded special nuclear material
(plutonium and highly enriched
uranium).3
• It prohibited the US Export-Import Bank from providing loans
or loan guarantees to finance
transactions involving any country that has willfully aided or abetted any non-nuclear weapon state
to acquire any nuclear explosive
device or unsafeguarded special
nuclear material.4
• It required the secretary of the
treasury to direct all US executive
directors in international financial
institutions “to use the voice and
vote of the United States to oppose” any use of the institution’s
funds that would promote the acquisition of unsafeguarded special
nuclear material or the development, stockpiling, or use of any
nuclear explosive device.5
• It outlawed US arms sales to
countries that are in “material
breach” of their binding nonproliferation commitments to the
United States.6
• Amid worries about “loose
nukes” and black market nuclear
deals involving materials from the
former Soviet Union and elsewhere, it amended antiterrorism
legislation to authorize tough
sanctions against the proliferation
of nuclear explosive devices to
individuals or groups.7
• It amended past statutory exemptions created just for Pakistan
so that it will be treated just like
any other country when it comes
to violations of US law against
nuclear weapons proliferation.8
• It defined for the first time in

American law the term “nuclear
explosive device,” a term that has
guided US nonproliferation efforts for half a century but that had
never been defined.9
• It identified 24 specific reforms
that were needed to improve the
system of safeguards implemented by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
many of which have been successfully pursued by the Clinton administration.10
The NPPA promoted all of these
objectives without discriminatory
country exemptions, references to
“rogue nations,” threats of military
force, massive new investments of
public funds, nor even an acrimonious partisan battle. The bill passed
the Senate on four occasions, each
time by a unanimous voice vote.
THE ROAD TO ENACTMENT
Major national legislation seldom
emerges overnight, and the NPPA is
no exception to this rule. Although
the effort nearly fell through on several occasions, the legislative history will show that this was never
because of objections to the goals of
the NPPA, including the goal of expanding sanctions.
Senator Glenn Introduces
S. 1128
The legislative history of the
NPPA spans a period of more than
six years, beginning on May 22,
1991, when Senator Glenn introduced the “Omnibus Nuclear Proliferation Control Act of 1992” (S.
1128). No specific event triggered
the introduction of this bill. It was
not drafted by lobbyists or ghostwritten by anyone in the Executive
branch. It emerged as a product of
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several factors that substantially influenced both its timing and its content.
One of the original purposes of
this bill was to require the president
to ban US government procurements
from individuals or companies that
had contributed to the proliferation
of nuclear weapons. Congress had
earlier provided such authority to the
President with respect to missiles11
and had passed legislation to do so
with respect to chemical and biological weapons (CBW).12 Other contextual factors included: (a) the
imposition in October 1990 of
nuclear sanctions against Pakistan,
which had previously been postponed via five presidential waivers
between 1982 and 1990;13 (b) the
revelation of a massive nuclear
weapons program in Iraq (a country
with full-scope IAEA safeguards
and a party to the Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
or NPT) after its withdrawal from
Kuwait in early 1991; (c) the growing awareness that Iraq had succeeded in acquiring nuclear-related
equipment and technology and dualuse goods from the West, including
the United States;14 and (d) persisting concerns over Chinese nuclear
and missile assistance to Pakistan,
Iran, and other nations.15
On June 14, 1991, Senator Glenn
wrote a letter to the chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee (SFRC), Senator Claiborne Pell
(D-RI), to seek his cosponsorship of
S. 1128. In this letter, Senator Glenn
described the context of this legislation: “The latest war in the Gulf,
and more recent reports about continuing risks of nuclear proliferation
in the Middle East, South Asia and
the Korean peninsula, point to an
urgent need for additional efforts to

halt the spread of these weapons of
mass destruction.”16
Given such a context, it is not surprising that S. 1128 attracted considerable bipartisan interest, as is
illustrated by its list of official cosponsors (in the order they appeared
on the bill as reported out of SFRC):
Senators Alfonse D’Amato (R-NY),
Jeff Bingaman (D-NM), Albert Gore
(D-TN), Tom Harkin (D-IA), Trent
Lott (R-MS), Claiborne Pell (D-RI),
Jesse Helms (R-NC), Tim Wirth (DCO), John Kerry (D-MA), Dennis
DeConcini (D-AZ), Arlen Specter
(R-PA), Alan Cranston (D-CA),
Paul Simon (D-IL), and James
Jeffords (R-VT). It was this strong
and consistent bipartisan support—
especially from the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and,
ultimately, from the Executive
branch—that lay the political foundation needed to enact this legislation.
In introducing the bill, Senator
Glenn stated that this legislation
“will strengthen America’s commitment to the goal of preventing the
global spread of nuclear weapons.”
After noting that US sanctions
laws had recently been strengthened
against the proliferation of missiles
and chemical and biological weapons, Senator Glenn cautioned that
“We appear to be approaching a
point where our laws may be more
draconian against missile or CBWrelated violations than for illicit sales
of H-bomb or other nuclear weaponrelated technology, equipment, or
materials.” He emphasized that
nuclear proliferation “deserves a
higher status on our list of priorities
than it has achieved in the past.” 17
Glenn’s remarks demonstrated
his confidence in America’s continuing ability to lead the world in
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deepening the global nonproliferation norm. He posed, for example,
two related questions: “if our nonproliferation laws were limited as
the critics would recommend—if we
craft legislation that is simply a least
common denominator of all the
world’s export control and sanctions
legislation—would the world be a
safer place?”; and “if America
heeded this argument that all controls must be uniformly multilateral
before we will agree to apply them,
where would the international
nuclear nonproliferation regime be
today?” 18 He then cited examples
where US unilateral initiatives
gradually evolved into multilateral
norms (e.g., the trigger lists of the
Nuclear Suppliers Group and the requirement for full-scope IAEA safeguards as a condition for civil
nuclear cooperation). In underscoring the need for national initiative,
Senator Glenn summarized a basic
theme of his proposed legislation:
What some people call
unilateralism, I call leadership. It is in this spirit that I
introduce legislation today
to rekindle America’s
determination not just to
condemn nuclear proliferation—or to manage
it—but to prevent it by making it a very, very costly enterprise to individuals or
groups that insist on putting
profits ahead of national
and international security.19
Senator Glenn emphasized that
America’s “nuclear nonproliferation
legislation has remained essentially
static since 1978 while the nature of
the threat has continued to grow.”
His proposed solution to this problem consisted not of a radical departure from existing precedent, but an
incremental adjustment of some
weak laws to the needs and conditions of the contemporary era.
It is noteworthy that the original
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bill did not contain any new sanctions for nuclear detonations, nor did
it contain specific new statutory language concerning the imposition of
sanctions for giving financial assistance to proliferation. The bill did
include a ban on US imports produced by foreign entities that engaged in proliferation-related
activities, but this ban was later removed due to a parliamentary requirement for such prohibitions to
originate in the House of Representatives.
Despite criticisms of “inflexibility” that would later be directed
against this legislation, the bill contained presidential waiver authority
over the government procurement
ban,20 a procedure for the president
to terminate such sanctions after a
12-month period on certain conditions,21 several types of commodities that constitute “Exceptions”
from the sanctions,22 and presidential authority to delay the imposition
of a sanction to allow for consultation with a foreign government.23
The Issue of Bomb Components
and Designs
In an amendment to the Foreign
Assistance Act, the bill also proposed adding as a sanctionable offense the transfer of “any
component or design information
specially designed or prepared for
use in such a [nuclear] device.”24 The
taboo against such transfers was so
strong that the bill favored placing
the new sanctions into the same section of the Foreign Assistance Act
that dealt with nuclear detonations:
in both cases, sanctions would not
be subject to a presidential
waiver.25 There were several considerations behind this tough provision.
First, the new prohibition was fun-
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damentally consistent with basic international norms—Article I of the
NPT expressly requires the nuclear
weapon states “not in any way to
assist” any non-nuclear weapon
state to acquire the bomb. US policy
has long recognized that either a
nuclear detonation or a transfer of
key bomb components or a bomb
design would have profound implications for international security and
the global nonproliferation regime.
The notion that such activities could
be undertaken without cost or even
with palpable benefits would, in the
eyes of many in both Congress and
the Executive, constitute a virtual invitation to proliferation.26
Second, the possibility that bomb
components or design information
might someday be transferred to a
non-nuclear weapon state was not
based on casual speculation. On
June 22, 1984, the Washington Post
reported that US officials had “some
evidence” that “suggested China had
provided Pakistan in 1983 with a
bomb design.”27 On December 12,
1982, a UPI wire report citing a British source claimed that “Pakistan
tried—without success—to buy
from Britain and Argentina highly
machined steel spheres used only
for the core of a nuclear weapon.” 28
Third, Pakistani government officials had—virtually ever since the
enactment of the so-called “Pressler
Amendment” to the Foreign Assistance Act in 1985—sought to distinguish between possession of parts
of a nuclear explosive device and
possession of a device itself.29 Senator Glenn’s proposal sought to eliminate any ambiguity about America’s
position on this issue—it sought to
establish that the United States
would treat the transfer of such items
as an act of proliferation requiring

the most severe sanction, as severe
as if the transfer had involved an assembled weapon.30
Actions by the SFRC
On October 17, 1991, the SFRC
held a hearing to receive testimony
from Senator Glenn on S. 1128.31 A
staff memo sent to committee members before this hearing summarized
the bill as follows:
S. 1128 applies to nuclear
proliferation some of the
same approaches used by
the Foreign Relations
Committee in its chemical
weapons legislation, the
‘Chemical and Biological
Weapons Control and Warfare Elimination Act of
1991.’ The purpose of the
bill is to create disincentives
for the illicit international
sales of sensitive nuclear
technologies at the same
level as the chemical
weapons bill creates for
chemical and biological
weapons.32
Senator Glenn offered his own
summary in his testimony before the
Committee:
In a nutshell, the bill has one
fundamental purpose: to
take the profits out of proliferation. All of these recent sanctions bills are
grounded on what I call the
supply side of proliferation.
They recognize that proliferation cannot be attacked
by only looking at countries
that are secretly building
bombs. Instead, we need to
attack the actual incentives
that motivate suppliers to
meet corrupt demands from
around the world. My goal
is to send an unmistakable
signal to any would-be supplier of an illicit nuclear
program: if you knowingly
sell to such a program after
enactment of this law, you
can forget about doing business in the United States or
with Uncle Sam.33
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During the questioning, although
additional detonation sanctions were
not present in S. 1128 as introduced,
Senator Pell asked Senator Glenn if
existing sanctions against the “use”
(detonation) of nuclear weapons
“should be toughened.” Senator
Glenn replied that “We could examine that. It was my opinion that that
was pretty well covered already. It
would not hurt to repeat it here, of
course. But we felt that was reasonably well covered already.”34
On the issue of flexibility, Chairman Pell noted that the bill “mandates certain actions on the part of
the administration, [and that] the administration does not like to mandated, so they will undoubtedly be
negative toward this legislation.”
Senator Glenn responded by noting
a “less than forceful attitude on the
enforcement of laws we already
have on the books,” and cited some
examples involving past waivers on
Pakistan’s behalf.35 He added that
he hoped the administration “would
take this seriously” and “that it
would use these strengthening pieces
of legislation to help take a tougher
line on nuclear proliferation around
the world.”36
Glenn also urged that future US
nonproliferation efforts “be built on
the existing framework that we have
right now through the UN and
through IAEA.”37 Citing the recent
experience in Iraq and the growing
international awareness of the potential consequences of proliferation, he concluded that “perhaps we
also could encourage the administration to negotiate through the UN
and see if there is not more willingness to use sanctions against countries. We have held off, I think, too
much in that area, and that is a real
weapon.” Senator Joseph Biden (D-

DE) similarly stated at this hearing
that “I think the new front line troops
we are going to need to fight this new
threat, this emerging threat, will
have to be the inspectors from the
UN.” 38
The decision to add provisions to
toughen sanctions emerged after
these hearings, as a bipartisan initiative. On November 21, 1991,
SFRC staffers wrote a background
memorandum to other committee
staff about a committee amendment
to S. 1128 that would be jointly offered by Senators Claiborne Pell and
Jesse Helms.39 The memo described
this amendment, relating to penalties for nuclear detonations and
transfers of bomb parts and design
information, as follows:
… it goes beyond an aid cutoff to set forth eight very
stiff sanctions against a misbehaving country. These
sanctions are stiffer than
those in the chemical act
because sanctions against
nations playing around with
nuclear weapons should be
as strong as possible. [...] In
this bill, the import prohibitions would be total and
mandatory. Finally, imposition can be delayed for 30
days for Congressional-Executive Branch consultations, after which the
sanctions can be lifted only
by joint resolution or other
law.
The next day, the full Committee
voted 17-0 in favor of the PellHelms amendment and referred the
bill favorably to the floor with the
strengthened sanctions.40
Enter the Financial Sanctions
The original Glenn bill did not
contain any specific sanctions
against firms or individuals that finance proliferation-related activities, though it did clarify that
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proliferation would have definite financial consequences, particularly
for those nations that would face US
opposition to new loans from multilateral lending agencies. Yet as the
year progressed, it became increasingly clear to many in Congress that
greater attention must be paid to this
particular form of proliferation “assistance.” The news media had been
reporting several stories in this period concerning the role of banks and
other financial institutions in facilitating the proliferation of various
weapons of mass destruction and
their delivery vehicles. Citing “court
records, bank documents and interviews,” the Washington Post reported on August 11, 1991, that
“Pakistan funded a clandestine program to acquire materials for a
nuclear bomb during the 1980s
through a global banking system that
makes it relatively easy to finance
cross-border smuggling of sensitive
nuclear technology.”41
In October 1991, the deputy
leader of the IAEA inspection team
in Iraq, David Kay, testified before
the SFRC that “Financial transactions did take place across borders,
there’s no doubt about it, as a means
of disguising where the equipment
was coming from.” One committee
member, Senator Hank Brown (RCO), observed: “To handle the foreign exchange, coordinate the
insurance, review the bill of lading,
to finance it—the range of services
that are critical—that falls through
the cracks.” 42
A few years later, Senator Glenn
asked then-CIA director James
Woolsey how Pakistan was able to
fund its bomb program. Mr.
Woolsey responded:
Loans and grants from both
bilateral and multilateral
aid agencies free money for
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Pakistan to spend on its
nuclear program. Since
1980, Pakistan has received
a total of about $19 billion
in aid from bilateral and
multilateral donors and
lenders. About 14 percent ...
were untied loans and grants
from the International Monetary Fund, the United
States, Japan, the European
Community, Arab countries, and others. Theoretically, these untied funds
helped finance civilian imports, freeing an equivalent
amount of funds to spend on
the nuclear program.43
As reports along these lines continued to circulate in Congress and
the media, the cosponsors of S. 1128
deliberated using the bill’s US government procurement sanctions as a
model for constructing similar sanctions against individuals or companies that willfully provide financial
assistance for proliferation. These
deliberations involved members and
staff of the Committees on Governmental Affairs, Foreign Relations,
and Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs, as well as officials from the
Treasury Department.
On April 9, 1992, Senators Pell,
Helms, and Glenn offered a substitute for S. 1128 that incorporated the
SFRC’s earlier committee amendment, some new language intended
to accommodate certain administration concerns, an exemption for
humanitarian aid, and a new section
containing sanctions on financial institutions modeled largely after
the government procurement
sanctions. 44 According to Senator
Pell, “The Senator from Utah [Jake
Garn] and his staff were helping in
making sure that this provision is
both strong and workable.”45 Similarly, Senator Jesse Helms stated
with respect to these sanctions,
“Quite frankly, this legislation de-
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veloped out of the BCCI hearings
held by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee in the summer of 1991.
[...] These are severe sanctions, not
a mere slap on the wrist. [...] I repeat, these [financial] sanctions are
intended to be severe.”46 The cooperation of Republicans Garn and
Helms and Democrats Pell and
Glenn shows that the idea of sanctioning private entities reflected a bipartisan consensus.
Negotiations Over the Waiver
Authority
During the debate on April 9,
1992, Senator Pell noted that the administration had sought a presidential waiver authority for transfers of
bomb components and design information, but that the bill’s supporters “were fearful of any waiver that
would cause miscreant nations to
believe they could fool around with
the bomb and escape penalties.”47
He then described a “mutually
satisfactory” compromise that was
reached: bomb components would
be divided into two categories, those
that were “known by the transferor
to be necessary to the recipient’s
completion of a nuclear explosive
device” and those that are determined by the president to be “important to and known by the
transferring country to be intended
by the recipient state for use in the
development or manufacture of any
nuclear explosive device.”48 Under
the compromise, the president would
be granted waiver authority for sanctions involving the latter, which
could be exercised only pursuant to
a certification that the imposition of
the sanction “would have a serious
adverse effect on vital United States
interests.” As for the former, Senator Glenn stated that “transfers of
such critical bomb parts or design

information to a non-nuclear weapon
state would be treated under US
sanctions law as equivalent to the
transfer of an actual device.”49
Later that day, the Senate approved S. 1128 as amended by a
unanimous voice vote. Senator
Glenn issued a press release explaining “today, by passing my legislation, the Senate has moved forward
with a strong bipartisan plan of action to combat the kingpins of illicit
international nuclear commerce.
Our goal is to take the profits out of
proliferation.” He added that “Illicit
nuclear suppliers may not care about
international security, but they
surely will recognize a threat to their
pocketbooks. My bill, in short,
speaks a language they can understand.” 50
Compromises with the Bush
Administration
The Bush administration issued
its first official views on S. 1128 (as
reported by the SFRC) on March 20,
1992, three weeks before the full
Senate vote.51 The administration’s
statement expressed support for “the
objective of S. 1128—to prevent the
proliferation of nuclear explosive
devices and unsafeguarded special
nuclear material” but noted that “the
current bill contains several objectionable provisions that need to be
modified or deleted before the Administration can support the legislation.” The administration’s
objections centered on the broad
scope of goods covered by and mandatory nature of sanctions, and some
perceived impingements on the
president’s constitutional authority.
Over the next month, most of
these objections were addressed and
the changes incorporated into the revised version of the bill that passed
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on April 9, 1992. On July 27, 1992,
the Committee on Governmental
Affairs received a faxed copy of the
administration’s new views on S.
1128.52 The fax stated that the bill
“represents a reasoned effort to
complement the existing nonproliferation regime with new restrictions.
[...] the Glenn bill complements existing nonproliferation legislation
without hindering successful multilateral initiatives….” Significantly,
with respect to the new sanctions
concerning nuclear detonations and
transfers of bomb parts and design
information, the administration
statement said that the bill “provides
for appropriate waivers.”
Overcoming Obstacles from the
House
With the 102nd Congress coming
to a close by the end of summer
1992, supporters of S. 1128 recognized that an alternative vehicle
might be needed to enact this legislation. Problems then arose with the
House on this question. However,
the problems were more procedural
than substantive, relating primarily
to matters of committee jurisdiction.
Essentially, the House Foreign Affairs Committee (HFAC), which was
seeking to enact a new Export Administration Act (EAA) in 1992,
wished to incorporate the terms of
S. 1128 into the EAA, the principal
law governing exports of dual-use
goods. Because of the HFAC’s opposition to other options, supporters
of S. 1128 could not obtain enactment of the bill as stand-alone legislation nor attach it to any vehicle
other than the House’s EAA bill
(H.R. 3489).
There are several reasons why
backers of S. 1128 did not want the
legislation to be placed in the EAA.

On January 27, 1992, this author
asked Raymond Celada, at the time
a senior specialist in American Public Law in the Congressional Research Service, for a legal opinion
on the implications of placing this
legislation into the EAA. Two days
later he submitted a memo containing the following reasoning:
Symmetry and logic to a
certain extent may commend such an approach,
particularly if it is assumed
that S. 1128 is fundamentally an export control measure. The latter, however,
does not appear to be the
case. The legislation [the
EAA] does not control
nuclear related exports;
these find expression in a
variety of other laws. [...]
This change and the recommended change to bring the
banking institutions within
the authority of the
International Banking Act
implies a fundamental parliamentary shift, namely,
the erosion of the Senate
Foreign
Relations
Committee’s jurisdiction in
these matters and their
eventual transfer to the Senate Committee on Banking,
Housing, and Urban Affairs.
[...] In addition to arguably
extending the Banking
Committee into alien terrain, specifically, the
nuclear regulatory area
heretofore largely the domain of the Committee on
Foreign Relations and Governmental Affairs, among
others, it arguable takes the
Banking Committee into the
core Foreign Relations
Committee areas….53
On the eve of the adjournment of
the 102nd Congress, backers of S.
1128 were forced by circumstance
to reach a compromise with the
HFAC. On October 5, 1992, the
“Nuclear Proliferation Prevention
Act of 1992 (NPPA)”—a renamed
and slightly revised version of S.
1128—was added in conference as
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a new Title III of H.R. 3489, the
House’s EAA reauthorization bill.54
The measure also included several
provisions for strengthening IAEA
safeguards that Senator Glenn had
proposed separately in S. J. Res. 216,
which he had introduced on October 17, 1991.
Due to HFAC concerns about the
Executive’s repeated resort to the
International Emergency Economic
Powers Act (IEEPA) to continue
export controls in the absence of
congressional reauthorization, the
Senate backers of S. 1128 agreed to
a House demand to remove a provision that would have added the proposed nuclear sanctions to the broad
presidential sanctioning powers under the IEEPA. This removal thus
did not imply a lack of support for
sanctions against those who aid proliferation.
Though the Senate approved this
conference report by voice vote, the
House never passed its own report
due to serious disagreements inside
the House over other matters not relating to the sanctions bill. This particular NPPA bill therefore died with
the expiration of the 102nd Congress, despite having passed the Senate three times, each time by a
unanimous voice vote.
The Struggle Continues into the
103rd Congress
On May 27, 1993, Senator Glenn
resurrected the final amended version of S. 1128 and re-introduced the
bill in the 103rd Congress, with its
original title, the “Omnibus Nuclear
Proliferation Control Act” of 1993.55
The new bill, now numbered S.
1054, also included a non-binding
“sense of the Congress” resolution
identifying 27 proposed reforms to
strengthen IAEA safeguards, a pro-
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vision that built upon S. J. Res. 216,
which he had introduced in the earlier Congress. The work on this bill
would require close consultation
with a newly elected administration.
In explaining the new bill, Senator Glenn emphasized that past sanctions laws, which relied upon threats
to cut off US foreign aid, were no
longer either credible or adequate.
He argued that “The denial of foreign aid and nuclear cooperation—
once a powerful sanction—may well
(with low levels of foreign aid and
the continuing stagnation of the
nuclear power industry) decline in
value as a means to curb proliferation in the 1990s.”56 Indeed, this
logic pervaded the entire bill—the
emphasis throughout was upon updating America’s nuclear sanctions
laws to increase their value in a time
of declining foreign aid.
On May 28, 1993, Senator Glenn
wrote a “Dear Colleague” letter to
his fellow senators urging them to
support his new bill. He urged his
colleagues to recall that:
Over the last decade,
America has learned some
hard lessons about the way
we have dealt with clandestine bomb programs around
the world and few observers today would dispute the
relevance here of the adage
about an ounce of prevention being worth many
pounds of cure—–unfortunately, in the cases of Iraq
and Pakistan, our system of
export controls and sanctions fell far short of even
that single ounce of prevention. That system needs an
overhaul.57
He was not alone in coming to this
conclusion. On July 20, 1993, Senator Glenn received a letter from the
Department of State expressing the
views of the Clinton administration
on S. 1054. The letter, signed by As-
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sistant Secretary of State Wendy
Sherman, stated that “We have
urged prompt passage of S. 1054 so
that the President can sign it into law
[... and] we will continue to cooperate in efforts to bring S. 1054 into
law.”58
The same day, Assistant Secretary
Sherman wrote to SFRC Chairman
Pell. Her letter stated the following
about this bill:
... it would extend existing
country sanctions for the
transfer of a nuclear explosive device to the transfer of
key nuclear weapons components or design information. We believe these
provisions will contribute
significantly to the nuclear
nonproliferation regime
and will complement the
Administration’s efforts to
prevent the proliferation of
nuclear weapons. [...] We
urge swift passage of this
important piece of legislation....59
On January 31, 1994, Senator
Glenn introduced the NPPA as an
amendment to H.R. 2333 (the Foreign Relations Authorization Act for
Fiscal Years 1994 and 1995), which
was then on the Senate floor.60 He
noted that the amendment contains
a new “sunshine provision to require
the public disclosure of nonproprietary data on United States nuclearrelated exports, basic information
about the implementation of United
States nuclear sanctions policies, including demarches the United States
has both received and sent relating
to nonproliferation, and a summary
of the progress of the former Soviet
Republics ... in implementing their
nonproliferation commitments.” 61
Shortly after, the bill passed the Senate—representing the fourth time
this proposed legislation had passed
the Senate by voice vote.
A problem arose once again with

the HFAC, however, which insisted
on including the text of S. 1054 in
its new bill to reauthorize the EAA
(H.R. 3937), rather than passing it
as a separate title in the Foreign Relations authorization bill, H.R. 2333.
When the House and Senate conferees on the latter bill met in late April
1994, they reached the following
agreement. The House would consent to leaving the Glenn nuclear
sanctions amendment in H.R. 2333,
but only on condition that the measure would contain a sunset clause
requiring its termination upon the
enactment of the Foreign Relations
Authorization Act for the following
fiscal year. The basic idea was that
the House wanted an opportunity to
pass the sanctions on their EAA
bill—if that bill failed to become enacted, the House conferees (specifically Representatives Sam
Gejdenson [D-CT] and Toby Roth
[R-WI]) agreed not to oppose the
future repeal of the sunset clause.
The purpose of this clause was not
to terminate the sanctions authorities, since the House did not object
to the Glenn proposals, but simply
to give the House an opportunity to
pass them on its preferred legislative vehicle. The Conference Report
for H.R. 2333 therefore included
both the text of S. 1054 (now renamed the NPPA) as title VIII and a
new section 851 containing the statutory sunset clause.62 This Report was
soon thereafter approved by both
House and Senate and signed by
President Clinton into law on April
30, 1994.
In fulfillment of their half of this
understanding, the supporters of the
House bill to reauthorize the EAA,
H.R. 3937, included the NPPA as
Title II of that bill, and reported it
out of the HFAC on May 25, 1994.
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When the bill was referred to the
House Committee on Armed Services, however, it encountered
strong opposition on grounds not
related to the nuclear sanctions. The
dispute centered instead on philosophical differences between the
committees about whether or not to
liberalize export controls on dualuse goods.63 As this dispute was
never resolved, the 103rd Congress
adjourned sine die in late 1994 without any further legislative action on
H.R. 3937.64
Repealing the Sunset Clause
So, although the NPPA had finally
been enacted into law on April 30,
1994 (it officially went into effect
on June 29, 1994), the entire law was
living on borrowed time because of
the sunset clause. And since H.R.
3937 failed to become enacted in
1994, supporters of the NPPA got
to work to repeal the sunset clause,
a stance the HFAC had indicated it
would not oppose (as discussed
above).
The 104th Congress, however,
was quite different in composition
from its predecessor. The elections
of 1994 had swept in Republican
majorities in both houses of Congress and one of the top goals of the
new majority on the relevant foreign
affairs committees was to consolidate and reduce the size of the foreign policy establishment in the
Executive.
On May 3, 1995, Rep. Benjamin
Gilman (R-NY), the new chairman
of the newly-named House International Relations Committee, introduced the “American Overseas
Interests Act of 1995” (H.R. 1561),
which, among things, sought to abolish the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. Section 2604 of this

bill contained a repeal of the NPPA’s
sunset clause.
On January 30, 1996, Senator
Glenn wrote a letter to the Senate
conferees on H.R. 1561 and urged
them to back the House’s language
to repeal the NPPA’s sunset clause.
On March 8, the conferees issued
their Report and the resulting bill
contained a new section 1613, which
repealed the sunset clause.65
Numerous unresolved differences
between the administration and the
new Congress over this foreign
policy reorganization proposal,
however, led President Clinton to
veto the bill on April 12, 1996. So
once again, the future of the NPPA
was in jeopardy by the sunset clause.
The NPPA’s sunset clause was finally repealed by section 157(a) of
H.R. 3121, a bill dealing with certain reforms in foreign defense assistance. With the enactment of
Public Law 104-164 on July 21,
1996, the six-year legislative saga of
the NPPA had come to an end. Although the sanctions provisions of
this Act were sometimes placed in
doubt, this was always due to unrelated disputes or procedural matters.
This legislative history has shown
that extending the scope of sanctions
on proliferation-related activities
enjoyed strong support in both parties, in both chambers of Congress,
and in the Executive branch. Now
all that lay ahead was implementation.
PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
While it offers no panacea for
chronic proliferation threats, the
NPPA has created some powerful
tools for US diplomacy and raises
the priority of nonproliferation in the
policymaking process. Yet the In-
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dian and Pakistani nuclear tests in
May 1998 have already prompted
many criticisms of this law, and unfortunately some of the most common are also among the most
questionable. Two in particular deserve further attention.
“Sanctions Don’t Work”
Perhaps the most misplaced criticism of the NPPA—and sanctions
in general—is the popular ipse dixit
that “sanctions don’t work.”66 The
essence of this criticism is that the
law “failed” to “prevent” India and
Pakistan from testing. Using this
standard, one would judge effectiveness simply by observing whether or
not the law was ever violated. This
is not a standard, of course, that the
United States applies to its other
laws. Laws against murder, drunk
driving, and narcotics trafficking are
violated daily, yet society has still
seen fit to retain them.
There are many other problems
with this assertion that “sanctions
don’t work.” Typically proponents
of this view are guilty of the same
sin they accuse advocates of sanctions of committing: they offer no
objective standard against which to
measure the success or failure of the
law, nor do they offer such a standard for assessing the effectiveness
of the alternatives to sanctions. For
example, if it were the solitary goal
of the NPPA’s detonation sanctions
to guarantee absolutely—by the
sheer force of their deterrent effect—that no state would ever test
again in world history, then the law
failed to achieve that goal. Applying this standard, even Senator
Glenn conceded that “the sanctions
did fail in their primary purpose,
which was to prevent a test in the
first place.”67
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Yet there is no evidence whatsoever that anybody—surely not the
authors of any of these laws—ever
intended these laws to constitute a
perfect or permanent solution to the
global nuclear proliferation threat.
Nor did anyone assume that the requirement for mandatory sanctions
for nuclear detonations would per
se—i.e., in the absence of other diplomatic initiatives—succeed in preventing such events from occurring.
Supporters looked upon sanctions as
a tool to reduce significant proliferation threats, not as a miracle cure.
At best, one can discern in deliberations over this legislation an intent
to reduce the probability of proliferation and to attenuate its effects.
And if these sanctions “work” in
achieving even these more prosaic
ends, such an accomplishment
would certainly be worthwhile.
Also, the NPPA’s critics frequently ignore the element of time.
US sanctions for nuclear detonations
have been mandatory for 18 years.
In that time, only two countries have
violated this law, hardly itself compelling evidence of a failed law. It
takes time for laws to work, especially if the intention is to alter behavior. Under Secretary of State
Thomas Pickering once observed
that “diplomacy isn’t instant
coffee.” 68 Neither is the law. And
speaking specifically about the recent tests, Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright has stated that
The nuclear tests in South
Asia present us with a fateful choice. Some now say
that nuclear nonproliferation is doomed and the
sooner we accept that, the
better off we’ll be. Because
a standard has been violated, they would have us
accept a world with no standards at all. I say that is dangerous nonsense. Efforts to
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halt the spread of nuclear
weapons do not come with
a guarantee. But to abandon
them, because they have
been dealt a setback, would
be a felony against the future.69
Proponents of the view that “sanctions don’t work” might also take a
closer look at the views of Indian
officials, who freely admit that calculations about international reactions played a major role in
discouraging India from testing
nuclear devices on more than one
occasion. Former Indian President
Venkataraman once stated that “All
preparations for an underground
nuclear test at Pokhran had been
completed in 1983 when I was the
defence minister. It was shelved because of international pressure and
the same thing happened in 1995.”70
And since nobody is omniscient, we
cannot know for sure exactly how
many other countries made exactly
the same calculations, or how many
additional tests India itself may have
chosen not to conduct for the same
reason.
One cannot reasonably expect
current Indian government officials
to admit publicly that sanctions are
imposing heavy costs for India’s
bomb program. Such constraints do
not necessarily apply, however, to
opinions outside of government.
“No matter what the Government of
India says,” according to a recent article in India Today, “the technology denial regime has been quite
extensive and effective and is responsible in a great measure for the
massive shortfall in the nuclear
power programme’s planned generation of 10,000 MW.”71
Again, assessments of sanctions
concern questions of probability.
Would the relaxation or outright

elimination of “unilateral” US sanctions against nuclear detonations
make such events any less likely to
occur in the years ahead, or instead
make them more likely? Would multilateral sanctions be preferable? Of
course, but if multilateral sanctions
are not universal, are at least some
penalties better than none? How
would reducing the political, diplomatic, and economic costs of such
detonations serve to discourage
leaders in South Asia or elsewhere
from engaging in such tests? How
can the United States encourage
other nations to impose sanctions if
it is not willing to impose them itself, especially if the reason is parochial interests that have nothing to
do with nuclear weapons?
For some critics, “engagement” is
the only alternative to sanctions. But
how are we supposed to measure the
success of “engagement” as a nonproliferation tool? And if “engagement” fails, as it quite obviously did
in Pakistan in the 1980s, what next?
This double evaluative standard—
where rigorous performance assessments would be required of
sanctions but not of their alternatives—is quite apparent in some recently proposed legislation. On
November 7, 1997, for example,
Senator Richard Lugar introduced a
bill called the “Enhancement of
Trade, Security, and Human Rights
through Sanctions Reform Act” (S.
1413), which would not only force
the termination of all so-called “unilateral economic sanctions” after
they have been in force for two
years, but subject all such sanctions—both before and during their
implementation—to a rigorous process of review as to their effectiveness.72 This legislation would require
multiple reports from the president,
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the Congressional Budget Office,
the secretary of agriculture, the
United States International Trade
Commission, as well as public hearings and a mandatory delay prior to
implementation. The president’s report would specifically have to determine “whether the achievement
of the proposed sanction outweighs
any likely costs to United States foreign policy, national security, economic, and humanitarian interests,
including any potential harm to
United States business, agriculture,
and consumers, and any potential
harm to the international reputation
of the United States as a reliable supplier of products, technology, agricultural
commodities,
and
services.”73
The application of such a standard
to the sanctions under the NPPA,
however, would be particularly
problematic. This is not just because
of the inherent difficulty of “weighing” such intangible goals as
delegitimizing nuclear tests, reinforcing a global nuclear taboo, and
demonstrating US leadership
against the goal of avoiding “any potential harm to United States business,” but also because such rigorous
evaluative standards would not also
be required vis-à-vis the alternative
policy of engagement. Is the intent
of this legislation to ensure that
“sanctions work,” or just to make it
more difficult for the president to use
the sanctions tool?
Critics of sanctions, and critics of
the NPPA’s sanctions in particular,
have not yet offered any satisfactory
response to two additional questions:
(a) If sanctions don’t work, what
would work better?; and (b) What is
the evidence that supports such a
claim?

Both the threat and the implementation of sanctions have advanced
US nonproliferation goals in both
India and Pakistan, whether they be
measured in (a) the length of time it
took for such tests to finally occur,
(b) the costs of having to undertake
such tests quickly, underground, and
with elaborate measures of deception, or (c) the message US actions
have sent to the world community
about the America’s commitment to
defend both global ideals and its own
national security interests. The sanctions are in all likelihood a key reason explaining why neither country
has proceeded with additional tests.
Laws “work” or do not work only
in relation to the goals they seek to
achieve. The goals of nuclear nonproliferation are both diverse and
complex, surely more complex than
the mere pursuit of a global nonnuclear nirvana. One can find several explicit or implicit goals in the
legislative history of all of
America’s nonproliferation laws,
including: strengthening the global
nonproliferation regime; signaling
America’s determination to oppose
proliferation wherever it may occur;
expanding the time required to develop such weapons or to field an
arsenal; degrading the qualitative
characteristics of such weapons by
withholding needed technical assistance; expanding the economic and
opportunity costs of pursuing such
weapons; and the vaguest goal of all,
delegitimizing acquisition. Sanctions have their problems in achieving all of these goals, but so do the
alternatives. At best, sanctions
“work” when they are applied with
strong political will, allowed an honest period of time for implementation, and reinforced by bilateral and
multilateral diplomatic initiatives.
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They offer no quick fix. But they can
and often do contribute to slowing
proliferation.
“Sanctions Are Inflexible”
The nuclear tests in South Asia
have opened up a new debate in
Congress over the contents of the
NPPA, and re-kindled a much older
debate over the value of sanctions
per se as a tool of US foreign policy.
With respect to the former, the debate has focused on whether the law
allows the President sufficient “flexibility” to pursue the objectives of
the law and other foreign policy
goals.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright, for example, has argued
that “sanctions that have no waivers
and don’t provide any flexibility
make it very difficult to carry out a
foreign policy that allows us to do
the kinds of things that we’re trying
to do.”74 Addressing the NPPA’s
nuclear detonation sanctions, she
has claimed that
The very tough sanctions
that have now been put into
place against India and Pakistan is [sic] the Glenn
Amendment which has no
waiver authority and no
flexibility. It’s all sticks and
no carrot [...] sanctions that
have no flexibility, no
waiver authority, are just
blunt instruments and diplomacy requires us to have
some finesse.75
This statement begs two questions: why did Congress make the
sanctions so tough, and are they really so inflexible? Answers are
found in the historical roots of this
legislation. Mandatory sanctions for
nuclear detonations were not, after
all, an innovation of the NPPA. As
originally authored by Senator
Glenn in 1977, US nuclear detona-
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tion sanctions authorized the president to waive such sanctions on national interest grounds.76 For reasons
that will be discussed below, Congress repealed that authority in 1981
and sanctions have been mandatory
ever since for both detonations and
transfers of nuclear explosive devices to non-nuclear weapon states.
The NPPA thus broadened but did
not create these mandatory sanctions. This history is important because it documents longstanding
congressional support for firm US
actions on behalf of one of the most
fundamental of all global nonproliferation norms.
So why did Congress make the
sanctions mandatory in 1981?
Speaking in October 1981 with reference to South Asia and a Reagan
administration plan to resume US
aid to Pakistan despite its continued
violation of US nonproliferation
laws, Senator Glenn addressed the
waiver issue as follows:
Mr. President, I submit that
the nuclear records of both
Pakistan and India are so
replete with a disregard for
the strengthening of international nonproliferation efforts that even to contemplate the possibility of a
Presidential waiver to allow
continued economic aid and
military assistance to those
countries after they detonate
a nuclear device is to do
grave damage to our public
commitment
to
the
longstanding goal of nonproliferation, a commitment to which we have rededicated ourselves time
and time again....77
He then noted that the new administration was reviewing proposals to
drop full-scope safeguards as a
nuclear supply requirement and to
“eliminate all these sanctions provisions of [the] NNPA. In other
words, we would wind up pretty
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much with a law that is a toothless
tiger, to say the least.”78

approved the Helms amendment by
voice vote.81

Senator Glenn specifically emphasized the need for tougher controls against nuclear detonations: “If
we, Mr. President, are incapable of
drawing the line at the detonation of
a nuclear device, which is all this
amendment proposes ... then we are
incapable of ever drawing the line
anywhere, I would submit.”79 Turning to America’s global responsibilities, he argued that “The
international nonproliferation regime is best served ... by an explicit
statement by the US Congress rather
than by some implicit understandings that may or may not be waived,
based upon the past performance of
this Government.” He noted that the
United States had shipped nuclear
fuel to India without full-scope safeguards and “did nothing, absolutely
nothing” after India violated its
peaceful use assurances and used
US-origin nuclear materials in its
1974 nuclear explosion. 80 Such
practices led many in Congress to
believe that US law and policy had
become all too flexible and accommodating with respect to nuclear
weapons proliferation, a belief that
was prevalent in Congress both in
1981 and in 1994.

On June 14, 1998, Senator Glenn
offered his own explanation why the
NPPA’s detonation sanctions had to
be firm: “we made it tough,” he said,
“because some of the previous administrations had been sort of
wishy-washy on sanctions.” 82 He
later explained the law’s lack of a
waiver in the following terms: “We
had rather spotty experiences with
Presidents in the past and we said
we were going to make this tough.
[...] That was done very intentionally.”83

After a 51 to 45 vote in favor of
this 1981 Glenn proposal to make
sanctions mandatory upon India or
Pakistan if either should test, Senator Jesse Helms proposed to broaden
this approach. In his words, “if any
nation explodes a nuclear device and
if it is receiving any kind of assistance from the United States, that aid
should be cut off .... We simply must
use whatever leverage we have in
this world to encourage nations to
halt the insanity of the spread of
nuclear weapons.” The Senate then

Supporters of the Glenn/Helms
language—both then and now—
might well concede that sanctions
for detonations and transfers of
nuclear weapons should be “inflexible,” assuming one uses a definition of that term found in the
dictionary, i.e. “of an unyielding
temper, purpose, will, etc.”84 The
alternative of flexibility—i.e., “willing or disposed to yield”85—is not
necessarily a desirable quality for a
credible sanctions policy. Diplomacy and flexibility are related, but
not synonymous. One of America’s
leading authorities on international
law, Louis Henkin, has described the
relationship between diplomacy and
law as mutually reinforcing: “Diplomacy is ‘flexible,’ but its purpose
is often to achieve ‘inflexibility,’ i.e.,
stability, credibility, confidence.
And the law ... is one of diplomacy’s
most important instruments.”86
Though neither the law nor
America’s feckless, flexible diplomacy proved to be successful in
keeping Pakistan and India from
testing, the critics of sanctions have
yet to offer any suggestion as to what
US policy initiatives would have
prevented such tests. There is surely
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little basis in history for one to believe that the expansion of US military cooperation or assistance would
have achieved this goal.87 Since
1980, Congress authorized the Executive to waive US sanctions on
eight occasions exclusively on
Pakistan’s behalf, which resulted in
the transfer of over $5 billion in military and economic assistance to that
country. Yet there is no evidence
whatsoever that this extraordinary
flexibility proved to be in any way
effective in achieving the officiallystated goal of that policy—i.e.,
“nuclear restraint.”88
To the contrary, Pakistan
achieved its greatest nuclear
achievements precisely during a period when US aid was flowing at its
highest rate. In reviewing this
record, former Ambassador Gerard
Smith justifiably termed this practice one of “turning a blind eye to
nuclear proliferation.”89 It was flexibility, not sanctions, that did not
work in this case.
Moreover, it is clearly too soon
to declare that the NPPA has been a
failure even with respect to the tests
in South Asia. The recent sanctions
and the prospect of their continuation have very likely encouraged the
governments of both countries to
declare their readiness to join the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban
Treaty (CTBT).90 As the Washington Post editorialized, “The international economic sanctions triggered
by their tests surely had something
to do with their decisions—especially the more dependent
Pakistan’s—to accept the discipline
of the test ban treaty.”91 The New
York Times has urged the US government not to lift its economic sanctions until India and Pakistan “reach
additional curbs on the production

of weapons-grade nuclear material
and the development and deployment of missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons”; the paper
specifically urged the President to
“keep up the pressure.”92 The law,
in short, appears to be working after
all in achieving important US nonproliferation objectives, including
advancing the global norm against
new nuclear testing.
There are additional reasons to
question Secretary Albright’s claim
that the NPPA has “no flexibility.”
Though the law lacks a waiver for
detonation sanctions, it has allowed
the administration extraordinary
leeway in its implementation. First,
it has expressly allowed the president 30 days to delay the implementation of the sanction, a delay
the president chose not to use in the
case of either the recent Indian or
Pakistani tests.93
Second, the law itself explicitly
exempts all “humanitarian assistance” from the scope of the sanctions. 94 The administration has
made it clear that it intends to interpret this exemption flexibly. On June
25, the administration reportedly
endorsed a new $543 million World
Bank loan to India, a loan that the
New York Times described as
“chiefly humanitarian and thus exempt” from the nuclear sanctions.95
Third, the law exempts from sanctions any transaction subject to certain intelligence-related reporting
requirements of the National Security Act.96 Fourth, the law explicitly
exempts “food or other agricultural
commodities” from the scope of the
sanctions under the Foreign Assistance Act and from the sanctions
against bank loans to the governments of sanctioned countries.97
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Fifth, with strong administration
support, Congress passed special
legislation exempting other agricultural trade, medicines, medical
equipment, and fertilizers from these
sanctions. President Clinton signed
this legislation, the “Agricultural
Export Relief Act of 1998” (Public
Law 105-194) into law on July 14,
1998. In October of that year, the
enactment of the “India-Pakistan
Relief Act”—which authorized the
president to waive (without any
nonproliferation preconditions) the
NPPA’s key sanctions on economic
assistance and military training—
added even more flexibility to that
law.98
Sixth, though the law requires that
certain export control authorities of
the EAA “shall be used to prohibit”
the export of dual-use goods requiring individual licenses, the most recent regulations only prohibit the
export of those items that are controlled for nuclear or missile reasons.
Export license applications involving items controlled for other reasons face only a “presumption of
denial,” even if they are destined to
facilities that are engaged in nuclear
or missile activities or to military
end-users. Other licensable items
will be reviewed on a “case-by-case”
basis. Moreover, the regulations
implementing these specific sanctions were not officially codified until six months after the tests.100
All of these examples hardly constitute evidence in support of any
claim that the NPPA has been “inflexible.” If anything, the law may
well prove to be excessively flexible,
particularly if the sanctions are lifted
before India and Pakistan have committed to significant steps to roll
back their nuclear weapons programs. Though firmness was de-
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monstrably the congressional intent
in enacting the NPPA, flexibility has
in fact predominated in the implementation of this law and many other
US sanctions laws.
RESPONSIBLE CRITERIA
FOR LIFTING THE
SANCTIONS
The NPPA’s sanctions for nuclear
detonations can be lifted only by the
enactment of new statutory authority. The readiness of the Congress
to provide such authority will be
shaped significantly by the relative
weight it accords to nonproliferation
vis-à-vis other US national goals.
Both US officials and the United
Nations have put forward criteria for
lifting the sanctions that would tie
such a step to significant nonproliferation measures, but recent US actions appear to be conforming to the
tradition of treating these standards
with customary flexibility.
Though the law did not prescribe
the specific criteria that would merit
the lifting of sanctions in future legislation, in November 1998, Deputy
Secretary of State Strobe Talbott
identified two “principles” behind
US nonproliferation efforts in India
and Pakistan.101 The first was a reaffirmation of “the long-range goal
of universal adherence” to the NPT.
“Unless and until they disavow
nuclear weapons and accept safeguards on all their nuclear activities,” he stated, “they will continue
to forfeit the full recognition and
benefits that accrue to members in
good standing of the NPT.” He specifically identified this as a “crucial
and immutable guideline of our
policy.”
The “second principle” consisted
of “five practical steps” the United
States would seek from both
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countries:102 that they (1) sign and
ratify the CTBT; (2) “refrain from
producing fissile material for weapons,” pending conclusion of a fissile
material cut-off treaty; (3) agree to
“limitations on the development and
deployment of missiles and aircraft
capable of carrying weapons of mass
destruction,” along with other unspecified “strategic restraint measures”; (4) tighten export controls;
and (5) engage in regional dialogue
to reduce tensions.103
With respect to the sanctions,
Talbott identified several reasons
why they “were necessary” (beyond
their requirement in law). Among
these were that sanctions “create a
disincentive” for other states to consider the nuclear option and that
“sanctions are part of our effort to
keep faith with the much larger number of nations that have renounced
nuclear weapons despite their capacity to develop them.”104
The UN Security Council—with
strong US support—has also identified some benchmarks that may be
used in assessing the extent to which
sanctions should be lifted. On June
6, 1998, it approved Resolution
1172, which (inter alia) called upon
both India and Pakistan to refrain
from deploying or developing
nuclear weapons or the missiles to
deliver them, and to halt the production of fissile material for such
weapons.105
While not sufficient in themselves
to lift all sanctions and resume business as usual, these benchmarks are
necessary elements of a responsible
nonproliferation policy for two important reasons: they are expressly
tied to global norms, which substantially broadens the potential basis for
collective action, and they are precise enough to enable the determi-

nation of success or failure of policy.
It will remain to be seen whether
sanctions are withdrawn in response
to progress in achieving these nonproliferation goals, or just withdrawn unconditionally. The record
so far, however, is not reassuring that
nonproliferation will remain the primary consideration in lifting these
sanctions.
As described above, Congress and
the Executive have already demonstrated their support for rolling back
many of the existing sanctions despite the failure of both countries to
satisfy any of the key standards identified either by Deputy Secretary
Talbott or in Resolution 1172. On
November 9, 1998, the White House
announced that the president would
exercise a new waiver to allow the
lifting of several additional sanctions
on both India and Pakistan, particularly in the areas of economic assistance, credit, and military
training.106 The statement identified
four reasons for exercising this authority: both countries had declared
a moratorium on testing, promised
“to move toward” adherence to the
CTBT, “committed” to strengthening export controls, and are participating in talks on the fissile material
cut-off treaty.
On December 21, the White
House announced that it had reached
agreement with Pakistan to return
the money it had paid to purchase
F-16 (nuclear-capable) aircraft that
had then been embargoed under the
Pressler Amendment.107 Under this
deal, the United States would return
$324.6 million in cash, along with
$140 million in “additional goods
and benefits” (unspecified). This
amount, added to an IMF financial
“rescue package” announced in November worth over $5.5 billion,108
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plus additional funds provided on the
basis of the most recent waiver, represents a massive influx of funds into
a country that has shown little inclination to roll back its nuclear weapons program. This amount far
exceeds the $5 billion the US provided in military and economic aid
to Pakistan between 1981 and 1990,
when Pakistan passed its most significant milestones in acquiring the
bomb.

“any new assurances ... on the production of fissile nuclear materials or on export controls,” and the
answer was “no.”112
• On December 28, Pakistan’s
foreign minister, Sartaj Aziz, reportedly notified his parliament
that “Pakistan could not agree to
any demand for a moratorium on
the production of fissile material
before the conclusion of the Fissile Material Cut-Off Treaty.”113

Yet this largesse has not been accompanied by commensurate
progress in achieving any of the concrete goals of US nonproliferation
policy outlined above, particularly
those with respect to non-deployment, non-weaponization, and halting production of fissile material.
Recent developments are not reassuring:
• On November 17, 1998, a Pakistani newspaper claimed that
Pakistan’s unsafeguarded Khushab
reactor had “started producing
plutonium.”109 A month later, another Pakistani newspaper, citing
the views of Dr. Ishfaz Ahmed
(chairman of the Pakistani Atomic
Energy Commission), reported that
Pakistan has “started manufacturing more nuclear weapons. [...]
However, this is a top secret.”110
• On December 3, Pakistani Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif stated in a
press conference that Pakistan
“will not sign the CTBT under an
atmosphere of coercion and pressure. Sanctions must be removed.
The issue of Kashmir must be
meaningfully addressed. And all
the embargoes on Pakistan must
be lifted.”111
• On December 4, following a
meeting between Prime Minister
Sharif and President Clinton, a reporter asked a senior US official
if the United States had received

A similar state of affairs appears
to exist with respect to India’s bomb
program. On December 16, the Indian government released a statement by Prime Minister Vajpayee
reviewing the status of ongoing
nuclear talks with the United
States.114 Here are some highlights:
• With respect to a moratorium on
producing fissile materials, he
said that “it is not possible to take
such steps at this stage.”
• With respect to India’s “voluntary moratorium” on nuclear testing, he said that it “does not
constrain us from continuing with
our R&D programmes....”
• With respect to non-deployment, he noted that India’s “minimum nuclear deterrent ... implies
deployment of assets in a manner
that ensures survivability and capacity of an adequate response.”
• With respect to restraint in missile deployments, he recalled that
India has “under development” a
version of its intermediate-range
missile, the Agni, “with an extended range.”
• On December 17, the Associated Press cited the claims of certain officials that the United States
had already started to provide
some assistance to help India to
manage its nuclear arsenal.115
As recently as January 6, 1999,
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officials of the Indian government
reportedly were even rejecting a US
request for India to clarify what it
meant by a “minimum nuclear deterrent”—according to a spokesman
of the Indian External Affairs Ministry, “In a fluctuating environment,
how can you have a fixity?”116
IMPROVING THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF
SANCTIONS AND
ENGAGEMENT
Less than one year has passed
since the last nuclear tests in South
Asia. This is an exceedingly short
time for any assessment of the efficacy of either sanctions or engagement as tools of nonproliferation
policy, in this region or anywhere
else. Regardless of the choice of
tools, achievements are quite difficult to attribute directly to specific
means, impacts may not be observable for many years, and disagreements will typically persist over
which yardsticks are most suitable
for measuring progress.
Both types of nonproliferation diplomacy—engagement and sanctions—are best pursued within a
framework of well-defined objectives. The better the definition of the
goals, the better will be the odds for
holding relevant officials accountable for their activities in pursuit of
such goals, for measuring progress
in achieving international results,
and for reaching prompt decisions
to try alternative approaches. If new
policies and practices can demonstrably achieve such objectives
more efficiently or effectively, then
by all means the United States
should pursue such avenues. Yet if
generous supplies of carrots continue to flow to countries that flout
global norms and add to prolifera-
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tion threats, the result will be a pernicious arrangement that actually
rewards or reinforces behavior that
society has condemned.
The relationship between sanctions and engagement as approaches
to nonproliferation should be
complementary, not antagonistic—
their dedicated practitioners often
embrace the same goals. On June 26,
1998, Senator Glenn introduced a
bill (S. 2258) that outlined one possible synthesis of these approaches.117 The bill would grant the
president three options when sanctions are required under existing
laws. First, the president could simply enforce the sanction as enacted.
Second, the president could delay
the sanction for up to 45 days, and
then implement it as enacted. And
third, the president could choose
not to apply the sanction. To ensure accountability and a broad
base of public support, however,
the third option would have to be
approved by Congress. The bill also
contained requirements requiring the
president to assess the effectiveness
of the sanction and to report specific
findings to the Congress.
This proposal had several advantages over other sanctions reforms
proposals that the Senate has deliberated in recent years, including illadvised proposals to force the
termination of sanctions after two
years in force,118 to grant the president a carte blanche national interest waiver authority,119 or simply to
make key nonproliferation sanctions
discretionary.120 To the extent that
past US sanctions have suffered
from problems of credibility, none
of the latter proposals offer anything
that would substantially increase the
deterrent effect of a sanction. If any-
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thing, they would do quite the opposite.
The Glenn proposal—if reintroduced in a future Congress—could
be strengthened in two respects:
first, the bill did not identify any criteria for the president to meet in proposing an alternative to sanctions
(for example, a requirement that the
alternative must be equally or more
effective in achieving the aim of the
existing sanctions law); and second,
the bill did not require the same detailed assessments and reporting
standards for the sanctions alternative as would be required for sanctions themselves.
Ultimately, the primary goal of
nonproliferation will not be achieved
by sanctions alone and surely not by
the sanctions reform proposals of individual nation-states. The task that
remains ahead is to encourage
greater multilateral support for collective action against violators of the
nonproliferation norm. As Senator
Glenn has stated, “Sanctions become
really effective only if they have
multilateral support, whether
through our allies or through the
United Nations.”121 The initiative for
building that support, however, has
to come from somewhere, and national legislation is as serious a commitment as a country can make.
CONCLUSIONS
Though this article has focused on
the evolution of a particular law, the
issues raised in this discussion
clearly go beyond the fate of a specific law. This historical review has
shown how a major global norm can
become internalized into domestic
law, as well as the reciprocal process by which the domestic legislative process can complement or
strengthen a global norm.

Moreover, this was clearly part of
the legislative intent. As noted
above, the NPPA passed the Senate
by unanimous voice votes on four
occasions. From the date the law was
introduced in 1991 through the repeal of its sunset clause five years
later, there was no significant substantive opposition voiced by anybody in Congress to this legislation,
which also enjoyed the support of
the Executive. The NPPA thus reflected a longstanding consensus for
a stronger nonproliferation policy,
including tough sanctions.
Nor were these steps without precedent. The United States has acted
unilaterally in the past to create and
strengthen global norms. This is illustrated by the “globalization” of
the 1978 NNPA’s requirement for
full-scope IAEA safeguards as a
condition for civil nuclear cooperation, and the agreement of the multilateral Nuclear Suppliers Group to
require controls over specific dualuse nuclear goods. US legislation in
the field of nonproliferation has
never been narrowed in focus to the
exclusive role of ratifying the most
rudimentary customary practices of
other nation-states—the focus has
more consistently emphasized the
potential for shaping the evolution
of those practices through national
leadership. The legislative process
has, in this respect, been truly a twoway street: integrating global norms
into domestic law, and strengthening those norms in the process.
The history of the NPPA is the
story of how one country—to a large
extent, a team led by one senator—
sought to interpret and to incorporate a global norm into its domestic
legislation, and in so doing, to
strengthen that norm. Thus with respect to future US legislation trans-
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lating global nonproliferation
norms into domestic law, the outcomes will be determined by which
Congress, or faction thereof, prevails—
• the Congress that responds with
alacrity to heavy lobbying by special interest groups (e.g., farmers
and exporters) seeking “relief”
from sanctions imposed to defend
a global norm;122 or
• the Congress that passes a resolution condemning the Indian and
Pakistani nuclear tests and urging
both countries “to take immediate, binding, and verifiable steps
to roll back their nuclear programs
and come into compliance with
internationally accepted norms
regarding the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction”?123

bal proliferation threat. The NPPA’s
greatest contribution may well be in
buying some time for the achievement of another global norm, comprehensive nuclear disarmament.
Preserving that norm may well be
the greatest international security
challenge of the coming millennium.
And given the potential threats from
even a small amount of nuclear material, it will be a challenge that will
surely persist even beyond the
achievement of disarmament itself.

1

If past is prologue, the single most
important factor in determining
“which Congress” will prevail will
likely be whether some member (or
group of members) arises in the Senate or the House to take the place of
Senator Glenn as the new champion
of giving global nonproliferation
norms some national teeth.
This article has shown how the
nation-state—and individual leaders within such states—still play
important roles in developing and
enforcing global norms, even in
the current age of interdependence. The NPPA’s basic premise—
that the costs should exceed the
benefits of proliferation— is perhaps
the oldest basic principle in the entire history of global nuclear nonproliferation efforts. It is a principle
based as much on interest as on ideals.
The NPPA and other nonproliferation laws, however, will not alone
suffice to solve the long-term glo-
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